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many of the large service providers.  We also assist clients in 
other industries such as transportation and energy, with ISO 
9001, ISO 50001 and  ISO  14001  implementation,  training 

and  QMS maintenance,  delivered  through  a  range  of 

solutions  fromgap analysis to internal audits,  customized  to 

meet the needsof each client. 

Nationally recognized as TL 9000 Experts, we are a global 
QuEST Forum selected training provider and BIZPHYX has 
the  distinction  of having a  TL  9000  Master  Trainer and a 

Supervisory Master Training (SMT) on staff. BIZPHYX 

also has a Certified Environmental Specialist on the team. 

BIZPHYX, as  subject matter   experts,  provides  clients  with 

complimentary  access to  a  robust   knowledge  base.  This 
level  of  expertise  translates  into  results  for  our  clients, as 
evidenced  by  an  unprecedented  100%  client  certification 
rate. 

Every  business  wants  to  improve  the  way  it  operates, 
whether that means increasing market share or driving costs 
down.   Quality  standards  provide  the  framework  and  tools 
necessary to help you achieve these goals.  

BIZPHYX helps you take your QMS to the next level- 
improving your bottom line.

 Gale  has  over  25  years  of 
 telecommunications  project  and 
 quality  management  experience 
 with  companies  and  clients  such 
 as  Verizon,  Fujitsu,  GTE,  Lucent 
 Technologies  and  IBM.   She  has 
 an  extensive  software  process 
 background  and  has  also  worked 
 in  the  insurance,  medical  and 

 pharmacy industries. 

 Gale  operates  the  Gulf  Coast 
 Office. 

Gale  assists  clients  with  ISO  9001,  ISO  14001  and  TL  9000  training, 
implementations and internal audits.  She has RAB accredited Auditor 
and  Lead  Auditor  Training  and  has  specialized  Six  Sigma  Black  Belt 
training. 

Active in QuEST Forum, she is currently a member of the Training Sub- 
Team.  Gale is also a past Co-Chair of the Tampa Bay Software Process 
Improvement Network (SPIN). 

Highly skilled in multiple quality standards and processes such as TL 
9000,  ISO  9001,  ISO  14001  and  SEI  CMM,  she  is  an  experienced 
instructor  and  internal  auditor.   Gale  is  a  member  of  the American 
Society of Quality (ASQ) and the Project Management Institute (PMI). 

BIZPHYX is  the  nation's  leading  quality  management  consultancy, 
specializing in the implementation of TL 9000, the ISO 9001 based 
quality standard of the telecommunications industry, now required by
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